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Poet and scholar Harryette Mullen critiques the postmodern construction of race, where 
blackness as “soul” is dissociated from black bodies and commoditized in popular media. 
Framing her argument historically from slave narratives and abolitionist literature, Mullen 
shows how depictions of the emotions of the enslaved offered a “readable and interpretable” 
argument for the slave’s humanity. As a result, “soulfulness has ever since been regarded as 
the irreducible essence of emotional expressivity,” far from the conditions of the 
enslaved. In the twentieth century, this cultural logic continues with the circulation of racial 
images in media, which, abstracted from black bodies and textualized in sound bytes and 
visual clips, “represent repressed elements of … the white psyche.” The circulation of 
deracinated, mediated subjectivity in American culture is the subject of the rest of Mullen’s 
essay, which cites examples from film (Al Jolson’s blackface), music (Motown), and 
advertising (the California Raisins ad). Where the cyborg of Donna Haraway’s “Cyborg 
Manifesto” is a self-realizing and intentionally subversive figure that refuses cooptation, the 
white-bodied/ black-souled cyborg of Mullen’s essay exists by means of appropriation and 
negation. What results is a culture where “racial samples” as “split/merged sound-images” 
are ubiquitous in music, film, and advertising. In terms of race, the postmodern condition 
offers only a simulacral substitute for a long history of denial.   

The interiority of the Afro-American subject emerged as a discursive formation in a 
political context that demanded its textualization in order to make “visible” the lives, emotions, 
and intimate experience of a population that earlier had been visible only as a mass of bodies 
represented as possessing little or no interiority. Female narrators, who occupied a special relation 
to the conventional codes of emotional sensitivity so closely associated with the feminine, also 
had to confront, more explicitly than male narrators, the paradox of modesty in addition to the 
paradox of proving their humanity. Indeed, the paradox of modesty was, for the black woman, 
inextricably entwined with the paradox of proving humanity, since the black woman, especially 
the slave woman, had been defined by a slave-holding society as excluded from the social 
category of woman. The difficulty that all of the slave narrators faced in expressing their 
humanity in any other terms than those already in circulation was complicated in different ways 
for men and women because sexuality in part dictated the forms in which an individual’s 
humanity might be represented.  

Like the auction block, the slave narrative required a display of the black, but as subject 
rather than object. Offered up for inspection is not the body but the sensibility and consciousness 



of the narrator, who must expose emotions as the slave on the block demonstrates the soundness 
of limbs or teeth. For Harriet Beecher Stowe, whose Uncle Tom’s Cabin borrows heavily from the
 slave narrative genre, not only must the emotion be felt but it must be visibly represented and 
described in terms familiar to the literate white audience. The ability to blush, in the case of Eliza, 
and to produce tears of grief, in the case of Topsy, serve to prove the capacity for human feeling 
in each character. Blushing and weeping, not incidentally, are more particularly emblems of 
feminine sensibility. The codification of emotional responses embedded in European literary 
traditions is drawn upon by Stowe, and to some extent by the slave narrators as well, in providing 
suitable, moving evidence of black humanity that would be readable and interpretable for a white 
audience. Black emotion had to be represented in a form that was recognizable to readers for 
whom a set of behaviors encoded in a literary tradition were equated with apparent humanity. 
Interestingly, from the nineteenth century to the present black human beings are associated with 
emotionality, yet in the eighteenth-century descriptions of black people emphasize a curious lack 
of emotion, or what the white observer can read as emotion.  

Abolitionist literature—most accurately characterized as a literary production involving 
the collaboration of black and white writers, narrators, editors, and amanuenses—including the 
religiouspolitical tracts, Afro-American conversion and slave narratives, as well as the novels, 
poetry, and short stories of popular writers such as Stowe, John Greenleaf Whittier, and Lydia 
Maria Child, altered the conventional representation of the Afro-American so that soulfulness has 
ever since been regarded as the irreducible essence of emotional expressivity. This religious-
based literature can be credited, in fact, with being the first United States literature that 
consistently attributes a soul, and therefore an inner life of emotion, to black individuals. During 
the eighteenth century, faces of recently captured Africans had been routinely described as empty 
of comprehensible emotion: opaque, unreadable, impassive, and inscrutable. By the nineteenth 
century, a shift from depicting captive Africans as a mass of bodies to searching out the interiority 
or soul is registered textually in the ironies and contradictions surrounding the status of Africans 
and Afro-Americans as subjects or objects.  

The African as a text is the controlling trope of Herman Melville’s Benito Cereno, where 
the reader-narra-tor’s terror, paradoxically, arises not from the gross, unrestrained passions of 
slaves but from the precision of their collectively demonstrated self-restraint and ability to play a 
stereotypical role to perfection while simultaneously carrying out a mutiny. As much as their 
color, customs, and language, this apparent lack of affect, or in some cases demonstration of 
apparently inappropriate affect, contributed to the white observer’s sense of estrangement. One 
effect of literacy—along with the cultural assimilation characteristic especially of the class of 
domestic servants and artisans— among a small but significant portion of the Afro-American 
community seems to have been that black people began to interiorize the Western code of 
emotional display through the descriptions and commentary that fiction writers provided. In this 
way the discursive representation of the AfroAmerican acquired a soul and an individuality to 
inhabit what had been represented previously as a mass of anonymous bodies.  



If in the eighteenth century the black image iconically represents the unreason of the dark 
body as opposed to the enlightened mind, it seems that in the nineteenth century, with its 
privileging of sentiment, the emphasis in the representation of the black shifts from the body to 
the soul, with the black image, now an object of pity, increasingly sentimentalized as it becomes 
invested with emotive content, most notably in Stowe’s depiction of Uncle Tom. In the twentieth 
century, the use of the black image to represent repressed elements of what has been constructed 
ideologically and semiotically as a “white psyche” becomes more pervasive as the very means of 
expression are tied to technologies highly susceptible to regressive and repressive ideological 
formations, as Jim Pines’s analysis of the interlocking racism and increasingly proficient 
technologies of 
Hollywood film suggest. Pines argues, for instance, that Al Jolson’s groundbreaking “talkie” film
s The Jazz Singer and The Singing Fool utilized the sentimental, emotive power of the blackface i
mage in a way that says a great deal about the construction of the white male as a (universal) 
human image. The attenuated humanity of the controlled, repressed, rational, ambitious white 
male has to be augmented by the animal/child/woman/ black who stands in relation to it as 
dependent and inferior. The white male reincorporates the values consigned to the Other, 
investing the Other with what is repressed and devalued in himself, so that the Other has to exist 
as reservoir and supplement, expressing for the dominant male the values and emotions that, due 
to his position of authority, he cannot afford to express himself.   

Jolson’s particular use of blackface in both The Jazz Singer and The Singing Fool …  
shows an interesting deviation from the traditional use of the artifice employed by 
whites…. It is clear from Jolson’s play of feature that the primary function of his 
blackface guise is to inflate the emotional content of the scene, of the (white) character’s 
moral dilemma. His agony, in other words, is symbolized and enhanced by the minstrel 
image, an image that evokes pity…. Clearly, the overall effect of the scene is achieved 
through the emotive visual content of the tragic minstrel image…. Jolson’s white 
character (his “normal” role) always conveys tough, self-confident 
determination, whereas his blackface “alter ego” is most certainly a bundle of tearful 
sentimentalism. In both The Jazz Singer and The Singing Fool 
the white Jolson is portrayed as an ambitious type working positively toward some form 
of quasi-rational solution. At some stage in his development he takes an excursion into 
simplistic emotionalism via the blackface “alter ego” figure. Exploiting this as a kind of 
“soulful” reservoir the Jolson character is thus able to exorcise intense and generally 
repressed feelings—such as sorrow and guilt—without actually having to disrupt 
the basically white rational world the white “ego” is striving to succeed in. The pathos of 
the blackface Jolson character is markedly an attempt to inject a sense of spiritual 
substance into the white character’s ambitions and dilemmas; and by so doing facilitate 
the audience’s 



experience of the white protagonist’s development as a popular humanizing figure. (Black
s in Film, 17–19)   

The black begins to be seen less as the dark body contrasted with the enlightened mind 
and more as the repressed and emotional soul of a white social-cultural-political-economic 
body, imagery Martin Luther King, Jr., and other twentieth-century civil rights activists were to 
draw upon in figuring black people as the sign of an incompletely realized ideal, the rumbling 
conscience of America, guardians of an endangered ethical tradition. As the imagery has become 
increasingly secularized, its metaphysical implications are both transformed and made graphic via 
the technological possibilities of electronic media, cropping up in contemporary film and 
advertising, with black expressivity now encoded in countless images: as black backup singers in 
white rock groups (or, for that matter, in the miscegenated history of rock and roll itself, with 
black musical ancestors 
producing soulful white offspring through the in vitro fertilization of radio and phonograph); as th
e Motown soundtrack of the film The Big Chill, in which black music nostalgically evokes the tur
bulent youth of the aging cohort of baby boomers—a generation metonymically signified on 
screen by an all-white clique; as voice-over lyrics sung by unseen black performers on television 
commercial sound tracks accompanying hip white images.  

Abolitionist literature, particularly the slave narrative, with its interracial collaborative 
textual production, made possible by a shared technology of writing—despite legal codes 
prohibiting literacy for slaves—anticipates the technological grafting of white body and black 
soul through the mechanical synchronization of filmic image and soundtrack. In the narrator/
amanuensis dyad, the white hand writes for the black voice, or the white editor solicits, corrects, 
tidies, and introduces the black text. The collaborative literary production reenacting textually the 
actual genetic miscegenation embodied by a Frederick Douglass, Henry Bibb, William Webb 
Brown, or Harriet Jacobs—who were all products of racial mixing—was the nineteenth-century 
equivalent of today’s crossover hit song moving from “black charts” to “mainstream pop,” or the 
latest successful buddy film with its big-box-office demographic casting coup of a commercially 
compatible salt-and-pepper team.  

The contemporary model of a racial integration achieved, if nowhere else, through an 
audiovisual medium has become so iconically suggestive that it goes unnoticed as an almost 
subliminal message. Such technology encodes racial ideology so powerfully that it accomplishes 
an otherwise unachieved racial integration through a synthesized synchronicity of images and 
voices drawn from disparate sources, the media equivalent of gene splicing. (Gene splicing: a 
biotechnological metaphor derived from audio and film technology, suggesting the pervasiveness 
of information models due to the proliferation of information technologies. DNA is regarded as 
genetic information, while information has long since been transformed into both commodity and 
capital. The dominance of the information model results in life itself being regarded as simply 
another form of information storage and retrieval.)  



The split/merged sound-image has itself been made the content as well as the form of one 
television commercial that explicitly articulates this figuration of white body/black soul through 
its depiction of a white teenager alone in her room, with headphones, lip-synching lyrics recorded 
by Aretha Franklin, illustrating the advertising slogan “Be the music.” This advertisement uses 
film editing conventions of the music video while parodying the lip-synching common not only 
to music video (which often goes to great lengths to separate the music and lyric of the song from 
the visual narrative of the video) but also to early television programs formatted for promotion 
of recorded rock and roll music, such as American Bandstand, and the earlier movie musicals whi
ch allowed non-singers to appear in singing roles with performances dubbed by 
professional vocalists. This parodic use of a very visible process makes perceptible, rather than 
subliminal, the technique of grafting or splicing together the sound and image, the white body 
with a black voice/soul, by cross-cutting the color film image of the white teenager with vintage 
black-and-white footage of Franklin singing what might be regarded as her personal anthem, 
“Respect.” Here the technical solution for dramatizing the slogan “Be the music” demonstrates 
how even the film stock itself may be used ideologically.  

The technical resources of film signifying the division and separation of black and white 
(blackand-white film evokes legalized Jim Crow segregation and the “race records” predating 
music crossover, Civil Rights, Black Power, and “Black Is Beautiful”) are shown to underlie the 
merging of black and white in the miscegenated colored image of a media cyborg: the white body 
with a black soul, black-and-white film representing the nostalgic/turbulent past just as the soulful 
crossover soundtrack of The Big Chill evokes yuppie nostalgia. It is as if the visual media of film 
and television had thoroughly digested the black image, anatomizing and redistributing its energy 
so that the plasticization of the kinetic visual icon is no longer strictly required, the reediting of 
synchronous sound and image (read as the empowerment rather than silencing of the white lip-
syncher, whose voice is omitted) producing something like a contemporary whiteface minstrelsy.  

This movement has been accompanied by a corresponding shift in the representation of 
essential blackness from body (“African” skin/hair/features) to (soulful) voice or movement, 
although the use of a white dancer as body double for the Afro-American actress Jennifer Beals in 
the film Flashdance suggests that the media cyborg  
may be constructed paradoxically by splicing in for the dance sequences a soulful white body to 
provide the rhythm all God’s children haven’t got. Yet because she lives alone, works with 
whites, and dates an affluent white man, the deracinated black character (or generic white 
American) that Beals plays is probably presumed to be white by 
movie audiences who don’t read Ebony or Jet. Aside from the surgical strategies, hair weaves, an
d “commercial voices” of a Michael Jackson, Whitney Houston, or a Diana Ross, performers who 
seem to embody in their public personae a bankable merger of “black” and “white” styles, the 
racial composition of the media cyborg more typically works by grafting the black soul as a 
supplement to a white body, effectively placing the black body offstage, behind the scenes, or in 
the recording studio as backup. Whites covering black material: the invention of rock music. 



Berry Gordy’s gold mine: the “sophisticated soul” of Motown and millions of crossover dollars. 
Who covers? Who crosses over?  

These are questions anticipated by James Weldon Johnson in Autobiography of an  
Ex-Colored Man, a text that disseminates the ethical problem of passing beyond the  
individual decision of one man to reproduce black or white offspring, to satirize “passing” as a 
national mechanism for forgetting a history that links African-Americans with other Americans in 
kinship, a mechanism for the production of whiteness and suppression of blackness. The 
unnamed narrator lets his white skin cover his African heritage as he crosses over into the 
freedom of mainstream U.S.A. through a strategy of self-denial; a loss of soul, but one preferable 
to the loss of life of the black man burned alive whose horrific public execution by a white mob 
determines the narrator’s decision to pass into the white race in order to escape the stigma of 
blackness. Johnson’s musician protagonist is a passable mulatto whose sense of belonging 
essentially to a black race (acquired rather late in life), furthermore is associated metonymically 
with the voice of his African-American mother, whose repertoire included black spirituals, those 
same sorrow songs that inspired the writings of Douglass and W. E. B. DuBois:¹   

Sometimes on other evenings, when she was not sewing, she would play simple 
accompaniments to some old Southern songs which she sang. In these songs she was 
freer, because she played them by ear. Those evenings on which she opened the little 
piano were the happiest hours of my childhood…. I used to stand by her side and often 
interrupt and annoy her by chiming in with strange harmonies which I found either the 
high keys of the treble or the low keys of the bass. I remember that I had a particular 
fondness for the black keys. Always on such evenings, when the music was over, my 
mother would sit with me in her arms, often for a very long time. She would hold me 
close, softly crooning some old melody without words, all the while gently stroking her 
face against my head; many and many a night I thus fell asleep. I can see her now, her 
great dark eyes looking into the fire, to where? No one knew but her. The memory of that 
picture has more than once kept me from straying too far from the place of purity 
and safety in which her arms held me.  
(In Three Negro Classics, 395–96)   

As the voice of the black mother or grandmother figures in the transmission of a 
distinctly African-American culture for Johnson, as it does for Brown, Bibb, Jacobs, and others—
if not for Douglass, whose mother and grandmother are virtually silent in the 1845 narrative—the 
soulful singing voice, representative of the repressed or appropriated cultural contribution of the 
descendants of African slaves, becomes an aural rather than visual conveyor of emotional 
expressivity, or “soul.” The white visual image absorbs the plastic iconicity and emotive content 
of the black through the expedient of a black soul technologically grafted to a now thoroughly 
materialized white body. The inscrutable interiority of the African-American, having by now been 
pried out of the shell of the body and made comprehensible in its expressiveness, is purveyed in 



various media representations as a “black” voice which has become the essence of consumable 
soul.  

The commercial potential of black soul to sell everything from California raisins (“I 
heard it through the grapevine”) to plastic wrap (“It don’t mean a thing if it ain’t got that cling”) 
has been proven time and again. It is illustrated spectacularly in a Pepsi-Cola advertisement’s 
cyborganic production of Tina Turner as a cross between an 8 x 10 glossy photo of a 
conventionally attractive blond white woman and a soft drink accidentally spilled in a hightech 
dream machine by mad scientist David Bowie. This absent-minded scientist is himself 
transformed from klutzy nerd to hip rocker as the plain vanilla erotic appeal of the white woman 
of his wildest dreams is raised to the tenth power by a racier partner for Bowie’s walk on the wild 
side, to the tune of his hit rock song  “Modern Love.” Reading the mini-narrative of the 
commercial alongside Johnson’s novel suggests different possibilities, within the twentieth 
century, for incorporating race into a narrative of (re)production: from the early 1900s when 
Johnson’s novel first appeared anonymously, to the 1980s cola commercial, a shift from 
repression to expression, from anonymity to celebrity, from blackness as the sign of illicit 
sexuality to blackness as the sign of sexual freedom. Repression is figured in the novel as a 
cultural production and racial reproduction of whiteness, a movement from black to white that 
allows and is reinforced by a corresponding movement from illicit sexuality to marriage. In the 
advertisement, expression of desire and fulfillment of fantasy lead to a racial integration produced 
technically with the invention of the cybernetic mulatta as the ideal partner for “modern love”—
sex without reproduction. The mechanical production of the sexy cyborg out of the mating of 
Pepsi and pin-up girl by the scientist taking a cola break replaces the sexual reproduction of 
the mulatto driven by a puritan work ethic who, once he has become a successful white 
businessman—con-cerned with supporting his white offspring, protecting his white identity, and 
concealing his (black and illegitimate) origins—presumably can no longer afford to waste time or 
risk recognition by visiting his old haunts, the dives and gambling dens of his youth, marginal 
sites where blacks and whites met and mingled illicitly.  

The “love” without marriage that brought a white Southern aristocrat and his family’s 
colored servant together to produce Johnson’s narrator, a musical prodigy who trades his cultural 
birthright as an African-American for white assimilation, giving up his dream of composing an 
American classical music based on African-American folksong and ragtime in order to pass as a 
safe, successful, but ordinary white businessman, has been superseded by the “modern love” 
made possible by technologies that improve on fantasy, allowing the interracial marriage of black 
rhythm to white melody that produces rock and roll, a music that can no longer be seen as a 
bastard child but has to be acknowledged as big business as well as one of the most successful 
products the United States exports to other countries. While Johnson’s text models itself on the 
slave narrative genre and pushes to its logical conclusion the construction of the narrative as a 
miscegenated or mulatto text striving to pass the test of humanity measured as whiteness, the 
Pepsi commercial is a 
contemporary descendant of Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, with fears of technology, sexual expre



ssion, and the irrational or unconscious drives associated with blackness tamed—so that the 
scientist and his soulful creation make a stylish couple rather than deadly antagonists.  

The discursive formation of black soul in the slave narratives, as Douglass sees it, is a 
textual production somewhat equivalent and parallel to the oral production of spirituals and 
folksongs, an oral production itself characterized as equivalent to “whole volumes of philosophy.” 
Douglass asserts it is: “To those songs I trace my first glimmering conception of the 
dehumanizing character of slavery.” In their exteriorization of the slave’s interiority, both have the 
paradoxical effect of constructing an expressive humanity for African-Americans at the same time 
that they begin to construct white audiences for cultural productions in which black soul may be a 
more lucrative commodity than black bodies ever were.   

NOTES  

1 W. E. B. DuBois, The Souls of Black Folk, in Three Negro Classics, 378: “Ever since I was a ch
ild these songs have stirred me strangely. They came out of the South unknown to me, one by 
one, and yet at once I knew them as of me and of mine…. Out of them rose for me morning, 
noon, and night, bursts of wonderful melody, full of the voices of my bothers and sisters, full of 
the voices of the past.”   
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